Join me on a soul expanding journey to the cradle of civilization...Ancient Egypt! This land is filled with mystery and awe. We will visit the sites of the **Ancient Mystery Schools**, stand between the **Paws of the Sphinx** (special admission), watch the sunrise on the Nile at the **Temple of Isis** on the **Spring Equinox**, walk the **Valley of the Kings**, cruise down the Nile, experience **meditations, initiations and group past life regressions**. The pyramids are simply the appetizer for this delicious journey!

- **Old Cairo**: We will begin our journey here on the ancient cobblestone road where the marketplace is over 1,000 years old.
- **Dahashur**: Its three pyramids connected to the phases of Womanhood (Crone, Mother/Lover, Maiden). A strong place to connect to the energies of Sisterhood.
- **Sphinx**: We have a unique opportunity to stand between the paws of the Sphinx (not open to the public).
- **Great Pyramids of Giza**: You will have an opportunity to walk inside the second pyramid said to be connected to Lemuria, (optional) We will watch the sunrise here and do a grounding and intention setting circle at this powerful spot. On the Giza Plateau we will open our hearts, souls and bodies to the powerful experience we are embarking on.
- **Abu Simbel**: Temple of Ramses II has a powerful energy and is a place of healing and the Temple of Nefertari is thought to be the mystery school of Hathor where priestesses were trained.
- **Temple of Isis**: We will take a boat to the Isle of Philae and watch the sunrise on the Nile by the Priestess Gate with a ceremony to connect with the energy of the Spring Equinox.
- **Temple of Hatshepsut**: This Temple honors a magnificent beloved Queen who ruled like a King. A Pharaoh in her own right.
- **Valley of the Kings**: A royal burial ground for Pharaoh’s including Tutankhamun, Amenhotep I and Hatshepsut.
- **Group Past Life Regressions**: Several times on our journey. One at the Temple of Isis.
- **And experience the Tree of Mother Mary, Egyptian museum, KomOmbo, Edful Templ, LuxorTemple, Temple of Amenhotep III, Sanctuary of Qertassi, Karnak Temple, Temple of Hathor, and a Nubian Village.**

**Special treat**: We will have a very special person lead us on our spiritual journey throughout Egypt, as well as our own Egyptologist. We will visit a Sacred Oil Shop and more surprises!
$3,599

Price based on double occupancy. Single room $500 additional.

**BONUS:** If paid in full by **September 15, 2019** airfare **within** Egypt (Cairo to Aswan and Luxor to Cairo) is **included!**-up to a $300 value. Payment is due in full December 15, 2019. Your deposit of $500 secures your place on the journey and is **non-refundable.** Travel insurance is **required** to protect you and your investment (Allianz, Travel Guard or others). Once a deposit is made you will be included on a private Facebook page giving you all the up to date information about our journey and the ability to connect with others who will be joining us. For those who live in the Tampa Bay area, we will meet in my office to prepare before our journey. Those unable to attend will be updated.

**WHAT'S INCLUDED:**

2 nights in Cairo at LaRiad (or similar), 2 nights in the Nubian Village, 3 nights on the Cruise Moondance (or similar), 2 nights in Luxor Steigenberger, breakfast and dinner daily. Lunch when on the cruise, transfers, excursions, entrance fees, tips (drivers, guides, hotels, temple guards), Egyptologist, Spiritual Guide and all ground transportation (as a group at a specified time).

**WHATS NOT INCLUDED:**

Flights (international and domestic), flights within Egypt if not paid in full by September 15, 2019, passport, entry visa (25 USD **currently**), all beverages, meals not specified, insurance, personal expenses and single room options.

This journey does require good walking ability but it is the least difficult of all my trips. It's flat! Going inside the pyramid is an **option** as if you are claustrophobic or you have difficulty walking bent over, or have high blood pressure you may not enjoy. It is included in the journey if you desire to go however.

Are you ready for a soul expanding journey of a lifetime?

If so, contact me at **(727) 420-9623** or **pmcgivern@aol.com** at **reserve a spot ASAP**!

Limited spots are available. Visit my website (Sacred Sites page) for more information.  

* Typhoid, Hep A and Tetanus shots are suggested, but not mandatory.  